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1. Come and Get It illustrates the intricacies 
of roommate living. Share your best (read: 
worst) roommate horror story. In what ways 
did Kennedy, Peyton, and Tyler’s dynamic res-
onate with an experience you’ve had? How 
important is it to the story that author Kiley 
Reid pens a roommate trio? 

2. Come and Get It is set at a state college in 
Fayetteville, Arkansas, and none of the main 
characters are from there. How did the dif-
ferent characters’ origins—Millie, Agatha, 
Kennedy—inform, and perhaps defy, your 
expectations? Could this story have been set 
elsewhere? Discuss. 

3. Come and Get It explores desire, entitlement, 
and consumption within a capitalist society. 
Discuss how the characters, particularly Ken-
nedy, Agatha, and Millie, are each compelled 
by these, and specifically by their respective 
stages of life. 

4. Kennedy, haunted by her past, transfers to 
Arkansas for a fresh start. Why do you think 
Reid made her characters transfer students? 
How does Millie’s position as a fifth-year RA 
interact with the setup of the story?

Discussion Questions

5. Reid writes about cultural norms with great in-
cision, humor, and accessibility. In Come and 
Get It, she casts her sharp eye on college stu-
dents, observing their motivations, desires, 
and the insecurities that often evolve into 
external obstacles. How did you see Agatha’s 
understanding of this subgroup? Why did she 
take such an interest, and do you think she 
“got” their motivations? 

6. Tyler is vital to the dorm’s unraveling, yet she 
is only depicted through the eyes of the other 
characters. Discuss why you think Reid chose 
to illustrate Tyler in this way. 

7. Come and Get It is described as a story about 
“illicit intrigue,” “bad behavior,” and “reckless 
abandon.” To what extent are freedom—gen-
eral and financial—and morality illustrated in 
opposition in this novel? 

8. Kennedy’s room is filled with materialistic 
items—a way for her to feel safe in her new 
environment. Discuss how else Reid evokes the 
idea of “taking up space.” In what ways do 
each of the characters hold authority over the 
space they’re in? 

9. Kennedy experiences two horrifying events 
through the course of the novel. Discuss to 
what extent these accidents are deemed as 
such. Why? 

10. Come and Get It culminates in a shocking ca-
lamity. What was your reaction to this scene? 
To what extent did you see this coming?

11. The cover of Come and Get It features an  
illustration of a pig. How do you interpret this 
image against the themes of the novel?
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